2005 bmw 325i battery location

One of the easiest repairs you can perform on your BMW E46 3 series car is a battery
replacement. In fact the toughest part of the repair is lifting the battery in and out of the vehicle.
But interestingly enough, many BMW E46 owners still take their vehicles to the repair shop for a
new battery. The batteries in our cars eventually wear outâ€¦as sure as death and taxes. The
average life span of an automotive battery is about six years, although that number can
obviously fluctuate. The Repair Cost graphically displays approximately how expensive the
repair will be to perform. Please note that these cost estimates are approximate and can
fluctuate based on brand preferences and manufacturer. Share on Facebook. Even though we
used a ci to perform this repair, this article can be applied to any 3 series vehicle with minor
modifications to the repair steps. For more information on affiliate links , please click here.
Screwdriver â€” phillips. Shop rag. And congratulations for Doing It Yourself! All rights
reserved. The Level of Difficulty displays graphically how challenging the repair is, from
beginner to expert. Beginner repairs usually require very few tools, have short repair times and
are simple to complete for even the most novice of mechanics. As the difficulty level rises
expect the repair to demand more time, use more specialized tools, and require a better
understanding of mechanics to complete the job. Asked by Wiki User. In the trunk on the right
side. Where is the starter located on my BMW i. The battery in your i is in the trunk on the
passengers side under a plastic cover. My negative battery cable on my BMW is is in the trunk.
The BMW starter is located on the right hand side of the engine. You can follow the positive
cable from the battery directly to the starter. The blower resistor on the BMW i is located under
the center console. It is found on the driver's side. BMW i with the sport pack. The thermostat
on a BMW i can be found by following the upper radiator hose. The thermostat will be located
on the side of the engine. In the trunk towards the passenger side. There is a removable plastic
cover that is covering the battery. The window relay on the BMW I is located under the dash.
You will find 4 grouped in a square and one off to the side, it is the lone one you will need. The
battery is in one of three pkaces, under the hood, under the back seat or in the trunk. I have a i
bmw it is making a tickin noise? The power steering fluid goes below the intake manifold in a
BMW i. This is where the power steering reservoir is located. I have a i and i have jumped it.
How do you replace a waterpump on a BMW i. In the boot, right hand side under the black tray
thingy. Ask Question. Car Batteries. BMW 3-Series. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User
Answered It should be in the trunk on the right passenger side under a panel. Related
Questions. Where is the battery located on a BMW i? Where is battery located in BMW i? Where
is the starter located on the BMW i? Where is the battery in a BMW i? Why is your BMW i battery
light flashing? Where is the negative battery cable in a BMW i? Where is a BMW i radio amp
located? Where is the starter located on a 94 BMW I? Where is the blower resistor located on a
BMW i? How do you remove the battery on i BMW? How many amps cca is a BMW i battery?
Where is the fuel filter on a i display? Where is thermostat on BMW i? Where is the battery on a
BMW i? Where is the 92 BMW I window relay located? Where is battery located of BMW x5 ?
Where do you find the BMW i oil dipstick? Where do you put power steering fluid in a BMW i?
Can you jump a i BMW? How do you replace a water pump on a BMW i? How do you replace a
thermostat on a BMW I? Where is the battery lacated in the BMW i? Where is the fuse box
located on a BMW i? Trending Questions Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a
human ever been mailed via the United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow.
Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. How many feet are in
seven minutes? Asked By Wiki User. Why were the English able to defeat the french in early
battles such as the one at crecy? What are the duties of a health prefect? What letter in the
Alphabet is always waiting in order? What number is the opposite of 0. Hottest Questions How
did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked
By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why
don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints
on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika
Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck.
What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Unanswered Questions What values can
we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and
handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok
story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in
the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be
reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written
permission of Multiply. That means, newly replaced battery must be registered by your Service
center. Avoiding battery registration might cause power management system failure, as well as
incorrect readings on the display of the on-board computer. BMW 3 Series battery location:
luggage compartment trunk under right trim. Car battery is a crucial component within

automotive electrical system. In principle, it is a container for electricity, which is delivered for
electrically operated devices inside the car. Thus, it's relevant to maintain the state of the
battery in a perfectly operating condition. In reality, car battery is an expiring unit and will get
ineffective over time. To be more precise, chemical processes within the battery will no longer
be able to produce electricity. Battery's serve time has a limit of 3 - 5 years, until it starts
loosing the ability to hold a useful charge. When this happens, new battery installation is
required. There is an option, that battery's energy will be wasted, because of deposit collected
on connection points. In time, corrosion can affect the terminals of a battery, which is a cause
of poor contacts. That means, the battery will become incapable of being re-charged by
alternator. Sooner or later, it will get exhausted and become useless in providing electric
energy. Removing debris from cable and battery connection points, might restore the battery to
a level of full efficiency and turn it into suitable for further usage. The battery might also lose its
power, if the car was not used for some time. In such case, recharging the battery will possibly
restore its efficiency. To get the battery recharged, you will need a battery charger. Capacity:
70Ah AGM. Capacity: 70Ah. Capacity: 80Ah AGM. Capacity: 80Ah. Capacity: 90Ah AGM.
Capacity: 90Ah. Capacity: 55Ah. How to replace car battery:. Before battery replacement, make
sure: you wear sturdy gloves and safety goggles vehicle keys are out of ignition switch. The
following tools are usually enough for battery replacement procedure: 10 and 13 mm wrenches
or sockets Flat-head and Phillips type screw drivers. BMW 3 Series battery is located in luggage
compartment trunk under right trim. To start replacing battery, remove the old one by
disconnecting the negative connection first. This will prevent accidental short-circuits between
positive battery terminal and the body of the vehicle. Make sure the cable does not come into
contact with battery terminals during battery replacement procedure. Negative battery terminal
can be identified by minus - sign next to it 1 :. Remove brackets that hold the battery attached to
the vehicle frame. Open positive terminal cover 1 :. Disconnect positive connector:. If present,
disconnect ventilation hose from the battery 1. Some vehicles utilize battery ventilation system
to vent formed gasses hydrogen to the outside. Vacate battery compartment by lifting the old
battery off note, that the battery is heavy, incorrect lifting can result in back injuries :. Do not
remove plastic terminal caps from new battery, until it's placed in the battery compartment
inside the vehicle. If necessary, clean battery cables from dirt or rust before connecting, to
ensure excellent contact. Contrary to disconnecting the battery, connect cables, starting with
positive terminal first. Re-attach brackets and make sure battery does not make any
movements. Dispose the old battery only at authorized collecting point. Car battery replacement
instructions for:. Contact us: webmaster garagenotes. All seemed to be working well until one
morning when you found your car completely dead. No lights, iDrive, starter function, just dead
battery on your beloved BMW. The night before you went through one of those touchless car
washes with the undercarriage spray. And if you have aftermarket devices installed on your car
like a DVD player, for example , do not rush to the dealer either: they will most likely blame the
dead battery on your aftermarket gear and make you strip your car off of those before coming
back for a re-check. Unless your car is still under warranty, raising the dead battery issue with
the dealer, from what most BMW owners report on plenty on forums, will likely lead to your
being sold a new battery. Bottom line: it may be quicker and way less expensive to troubleshoot
the dead battery yourself first. Just try the quick and easy steps below before purchasing
expensive replacements. BMW recommends that the battery is charged via the jump start
terminals under the hood. Connect your charger now, red clamp first and proceed to slow
charging the battery. A dead battery can take up to 24 hours to fully charge. Do not let the key in
the ignition while the battery is charging. Another charging option is to disconnect the battery
from the car, take it to a charging station battery charger in your garrage or your house and wait
for it to fully charge. Usually, the battery charger would show an indicator that the battery is
fully charged. Cars use an alternator, a device that recharges the battery while the car is on the
move, using as a power source precisely the energy generated from the car engine. So basically
the car has a way of recharging itself. But this only works when the engine is running. If the car
is parked, there is no source of energy in use, just a limited capacity battery. And you only have
power being drawn from the battery by the plugged-in device and nothing recharging the
battery. This is why forgetting your headlights on led to the dead car surprise on your return to
the car. So if you had a dead battery and you just recharged it, make sure there are no external
power consumers plugged in. Any chargers or adapters in the cigarette outlet? While there may
be instances when you need to keep an OBD-II scanner plugged in to investigate an issue you
have with your car, depending on your OBD-II scanner specifications, it might not be a good
idea. This will not be a big problem while driving, but it can drain the battery when the car is
idle. The IBS contains a microprocessor that monitors various battery conditions: voltage,
current, temperature, starting current and something called closed-circuit current. When the car

is currently, the IBS is permanently active and monitoring. When the car is parked, the IBS
wakes up every few seconds, performs the tests and goes back into sleep more to preserve
battery power. These faced the faulty IBS issue by the hoards. If the IBS is faulty, it can prevent
your car from going into sleep mode and causes the battery to go flat. To test the faulty IBS
hypothesis, you simply have to disconnect it from the negative terminal of your battery. To
disconnect the IBS, remove the little red wire that goes into this tiny module. If the battery
draining disappears once the IBS is disconnected, you have your culprit. You can then go
ahead and purchase a new IBS online. The FSR gets its nickname from its looks: it looks spikey,
like an angry hedgehog. But this does not mean you are supposed to experience issues with
aircon, ventilation or anything of the sort. Although some people report the car fan remains on
even after they shut down the car. Just remove the fuse corresponding to this component. Or
just follow one of those How to replace a FSR online videos. Check if you have a The telematics
control unit TCU on your car. This is known to cause the drained battery when it is faulty. If you
have a TCU on your car, it is located in the trunk, behind the trimming. Online videos will help
you located the TCU. To test the faulty TCU hypothesis, remove the fiber optics connector from
the unit and replace it with a MOST loop female bypass connector. If you do not have a MOST
bypass connector, you can just leave it disconnected. Just keep in mind that this might lead to
your sound amplifier being disconnected too. But it will help you test if your TCU is causing the
dead battery quickly and without additional costs. To test if any of the two is causing you
trouble, either:. Unfortunately the dealer will not repair these units, although both are perfectly
repairable in all cases. The dealer will only sell replacement units at a considerably higher price
compared to a repair service with 1-year warranty. If you do not have the above three electronic
modules on your car, there is still hope for you to see if one faulty module is draining your car
battery. Check out this extremely informative, easy to follow and entertaining video for finding a
short in a car. A defective alternator will not charge the battery properly. Some auto repair
shops offer charging system tests for free. Try to Google an offer like this and if none shows up
in your area, it might be worth paying for a test before resorting to purchasing a new OEM
battery, if that is your next move. Your last resort would be to replace your car battery hoping
your old battery was simply too old and weak. A properly chosen aftermarket battery something
from ACDelco or DieHard, for example will do perfectly fine. Mind that many online resources
and the dealer too advise that you must register and code your new battery on your car after
installation. While some DIY enthusiasts report no consequences from using a new BMW
battery without any coding , if you replace it at an indie shop, you might want to ask about this
option or do a more in-depth online search on this topic for your particular car model. Would
you like to add something on this topic? Please use the comments form below, we monitor all
incoming messages. Our readers will apreciate your help with making this article more
informative. Vlad Bolboceanu. Thank you for your suggestion! We have added it to our list of
topics to address. Hopefully, we will be in time to help other people who are struggling with the
same issues as you. Best of luck with fixing this issue! BMW i UK v reg battery goes flat if left
for about 2 weeksâ€¦.. Hi, Jamie. If your car has an IBS, if you upgrade your battery you should
also do an IBS recalibration ask a local car shop to do this. However, even a 62ah battery
should last longer than the period you said it takes it to discharge, even when not used. You
either have a consumer that you did not discover or the battery is too used its storage capacity
decreased too much versus the stated value for a newly manufactured battery. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. This unit is also known as the Footwell module or Your CCC iDrive is
malfunctioning? The CCC iDrive is prone to a few common failures. In this article we This article
will help you:Identify the version of iDrive computer on your car commonly referred to as
"navigation" Why does Although the VIN is The information we provide on the functioning
Finding out the options and modules your car comes with from factory is traditionally called VIN
decoding. That's because Recent parcels from UK were received without any problems. Check
the link below for shipping procedures for repairs outside of the UK in ! Do not show this again.
What causes a dead battery on your BMW? How do I charge my BMW battery? What is draining
my BMW battery? What does the battery sensor do? How to test if the IBS is faulty To test the
faulty IBS hypothesis, you simply have to disconnect it from the negative terminal of your
battery. To test if any of the two is causing you trouble, either: locate the units and disconnect
them. The unknown If you do not have the above three electronic modules on your car, there is
still hope for you to see if one faulty module is draining your car battery. Faulty alternator A
defective alternator will not charge the battery properly. Battery Your last resort would be to
replace your car battery hoping your old battery was simply too old and weak. Does a BMW
battery need to be reprogrammed? Wrapping it up Would you like to add something on this
topic? Comments 4. If there is no IBS, you can upgrade with a more powerful battery. Leave a

Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Related Posts 26 May May 26,
Recent parcels from UK were received without any problems Check the link below for shipping
procedures for repairs outside of the UK in ! You get 1 year warranty and a repair service at a
fraction of the cost charged by the dealer. We serve customers worldwide! UK customers, click
here for shipping instructions post-Brexit. When the vehicle is stationary, the IBS is
programmed to wake up every 14 sec. Upon obtaining updated information the DME evaluates
the new data and if a closed-circuit current draw is identified a fault will be stored in the fault
memory of the DME. The IBS is very sensitive to mechanical stress and strain. It is serviced as a
complete unit with the ground cable. The ground cable also serves as a heat dissipater for the
IBS. IBS emergency mode boosts the idle speed in order to sufficiently charge the battery. The
self-diagnosis function checks the voltage, current, temperature, terminal 15 wake up signal as
well as system errors in the IBS. To ensure this requirement it may be necessary to replace the
IBS in connection with a software update. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. SI B61 17 14 page 1. SI B61 17 14 page 2. SI B61 17 14 page 3.
By Gearhd July 23, Voltage Supply. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: Air Bag Seat Sensor Mat. Air Control Valve Relay. Alarm Siren. Ambient
Air Temperature Sensor Connector. Ambient Temp Sensor. Antenna Adapter. Antenna Cable.
Anti-Theft Alarm Switch. Anti-Theft Alarm Transmitter Battery. Anti-Theft Control Module
Bracket. Audio Auxiliary Input Cable Kit. Back Glass Release Switch. Back Up Light. Back Up
Light Bulb. Back Up Light Switch. Back Up Light Switch Connector. Battery Cable. Battery
Terminal Bolt. Battery Vent Tube. Brake Light Bulb. Bulb Housing. Bulb Socket. Cigarette
Lighter. Cigarette Lighter Element. Comfort Control Relay. Control Unit. Cornering Light.
Cornering Light Set. Courtesy Light Bulb. Cruise Control Release Switch. Cruise Cut Out
Switch. Daytime Running Light Bulb. Daytime Running Light Relay. Daytime Running Light
Wiring Harness. Diode Relay. Dome Lamp Socket. Dome Light Bulb. Door Lock Actuator. Door
Lock Actuator Motor. Exterior Light Bulb Socket. Fader Control Switch. Fog Lamp Socket. Fog
Light. Fog Light Bulb. Fog Light Connector. Fog Light Set. Fog Light Switch. Fog Light Trim.
Fuel Pump Relay. Fuse Kit. Fusebox Blower Motor. Gear Position Sensor. Glove Box Light Bulb.
Ground Cable. Hatch Switch. Hazard Flasher Switch. Hazard Warning Flasher. Headlamp
Socket. Headlight Adjusting Motor. Headlight Assembly. Headlight Assembly Set. Headlight
Ballast. Headlight Bulb. Headlight Connector. Headlight Dimmer Switch. Headlight Igniter.
Headlight Lens. Headlight Lens Gasket. Headlight Level Sensor. Headlight Level Sensor
Connector Rod. Headlight Level Sensor Link. Headlight Seal. Headlight Switch. Headlight Trim.
Headlight Trim Seal. Headlight Washer Fluid Level Sensor. Headlight Washer Hose. Headlight
Washer Hose Connector. Headlight Washer Nozzle. Headlight Washer Pressure Cylinder.
Headlight Washer Pump. Headlight Washer Pump Grommet. Headlight Wiring Harness.
Headlight and Cornering Light Kit. Horn Relay. Ignition Relay. Interior Dome Light. Interior Door
Light. Interior Door Light Bulb. Keyless Remote Case. License Light Bulb. License Light Lens.
Light and Rain Sensor. Longitudinal Acceleration Sensor. Map Light Bulb. Mobile Phone
Antenna. Multi Purpose Relay Connector. Multi Purpose Temperature Sensor. Multi Purpose
Wire Connector. Oil Pressure Sender. Oil Pressure Sender Seal. Oil Pressure Switch Connector.
Parking Aid Sensor. Parking Aid Sensor Set. Parking Distance Sensor. Parking Light. Parking
Light Assembly. Parking Light Bulb. Parking Light Bulb Socket. Power Port Socket. Radio Wire
Harness. Rain Sensor. Reading Light Bulb. Rear Lamp Harness Connector. Rear Window Wiper
Relay. Relay Box Temperature Switch. Relay Box Temperature Switch Connector. Reservoir
Level Sensor. Seat Belt Light Bulb. Secondary Air Injection Relay. Side Marker. Side Marker
Lens. Side Marker Light. Side Marker Light Assembly. Side Marker Light Bulb. Side Marker Light
Socket. Side Repeater Lamp. Side Repeater Lamp Assembly. Speaker Box. Speaker Connector.
Speedometer Transmitter. Stability Control Pressure Sensor. Stability Control Steering Angle

Sensor. Steering Angle Sensor. Stepwell Light Bulb. Stop Light Switch. Tail Light Assembly. Tail
Light Assembly Set. Tail Light Bulb. Tail Light Bulb Carrier. Tail Light Bulb Holder. Tail Light
Lens. Tail Light Repair Harness Connector. Tailgate Release Switch. Third Brake Light. Trailer
Brake Control. Trunk Light Bulb. Turn Signal Assembly. Turn Signal Bulb Socket. Turn Signal
Light. Turn Signal Light Bulb. Turn Signal Switch. Vanity Mirror Light Bulb. Warning Buzzer
Relay. Washer Fluid Level Sensor Connector. Washer Hose. Washer Nozzle. Washer Nozzle
Temperature Sensor. Washer Pump. Washer Pump Grommet. Washer Reservoir. Washer
Reservoir Cap. Washer Reservoir Filter. Washer T Connector. Water Temperature Sender.
Windshield Washer Pump Connector. Windshield Washer Pump Grommet. Windshield Washer
Tank. Windshield Wiper Arm. Windshield Wiper Arm Nut. Windshield Wiper Motor. Wiper Arm
Adapter Kit. Wiper Blade. Wiper Blade Adapter. Wiper Blade Insert. Wiper Blade Insert Set.
Wiper Blade Set. Wiper Linkage. Wiper Relay. Wiper Switch. Xenon Headlight Control Unit.
Xenon Headlight Igniter. Xenon Lighting Ballast. Air Intake. Body Sheet Metal. Chemicals and
Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. Shop By Vehicle. Exide Battery. Click to
Enlarge. Core Price [? Marathon Max's lasting energy protects against battery failure, helping
vehicle batteries stay strong and perform like new longer. Advanced grid technology paired with
glass mat separators retains initial capacity for lasting energy for vehicle safety and
entertainment features along with start-stop technology. Bosch Battery. Check original battery
for size and correct fit. Battery may be oriented on side inverted not recommended ; also for
passenger compartment use. Bosch SB Battery. Motorcraft Battery. Battery located in trunk.
Verify Battery Size in Vehicle. Features: Motorcraft battery products cover a variety of
automotive, marine, commercial, farm and industrial specialty applications. Products are
available for GM, Chrysler and a number of import vehicles as well. Microprocessor-controlled
intercell weld helps ensure longer battery life. Heat-sealed polypropylene cover and container
helps prevent leaks with a strong, impact-resistant material. Positive grid is optimized for
conductivity and is fully framed for excellent growth and short resistance. Grid alloy helps
increase cycle life, improve performance and reduce water consumption. Envelope separators
help protect plates and reduce shorts. Rounded corners on expanded metal negative grids help
eliminate separator shorts. Negative paste formulation resists flaking to improve overall
performance and increase life. Show More Show Less. Fullriver Battery. Carefully size to fit;
CCA listed is an EN rating; Vehicle computer system must be reset and battery registered using
scan tool, contact your service sp. Deka Battery. AC Delco Battery. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine
BMW i. Vehicle BMW i. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2010 honda accord pricing
lexux rx 350
p1507 ford explorer
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

